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Those who are building advanced AI seem to believe that it will have a huge impact 
on jobs. Sam Altman from OpenAI told The Atlantic earlier this year, “A lot of 
people working on AI pretend that it’s only going to be good; it’s only going to be 
a supplement; no one is ever going to be replaced. Jobs are definitely going to go 
away, full stop.”1 Now this could just be marketing hype, but we must consider the 
possibility their visions could be realized, and prepare for potentially generation-
defining job disruption. 

While we have seen previous waves of disruption from technology, this moment 
seems different. AI tools have advanced and are being adopted at lightning speed. 
The scale of disruption to work could be unlike anything we have seen—bigger than 
trade, bigger than the COVID-19 pandemic.

In May, Goldman Sachs released a stunning report using data on occupational tasks 
in the United States and Europe projecting that 300 million full time jobs globally 
could be affected by AI automation.2 That’s roughly 10 percent of the world’s labor 
force.3 In the U.S., they project that two-thirds of occupations “are exposed to some 
degree of automation by AI.”4 These are huge numbers. And after some period of 
bumpy transition, the investment bank forecasts that a new radical efficiency would 
arrive to bump up annual global GDP by seven percent, generating massive wealth.

These projections raise vital and urgent questions. What happens in that period of 
transition? What is the bridge that could be intentionally built right now to ensure 
American families in each of your states aren’t left behind? Who will benefit from 
that new wealth—and how much will go to the ordinary families you represent? 
These are choices, not inevitabilities. And they are the choices that you must be 
preparing to answer right now. AI will undoubtedly affect nearly every facet of 
Americans’ lives. Whether that benefits or hurts them is up to you. How unprec-
edented it is to know that we are at the beginning of a major new technological 
revolution, to see that disruption is coming, and for once to be in a position to act 
to ensure our best possible future. 
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We must not lose sight of the fact that behind every job is an American who relies on 
work for economic security and stability, for peace of mind, and for a sense of dignity. 
Jobs impacted by AI—and at risk of some degree of automation—are wide ranging 
from low-wage jobs like home health aides and janitorial services to high-wage jobs 
like managerial roles.5 On net, women, Latino and Black workers are overrepresented 
in jobs that are susceptible to automation, creating a risk that long-standing gender 
and racial inequities will get worse.6 While we should be clear that there remains a 
lot of uncertainty as to the scale and pace of change moving forward, make no mis-
take: the adoption of AI tools and systems in the workplace is already happening. If 
Congress waits to act, it will miss the opportunity to prevent economic hardship and 
build the economic security of American workers. So how might we work in common 
purpose to boldly meet this moment? 

The federal government’s answers to job loss and disruption from trade or technol-
ogy shifts—such as Trade Adjustment Assistance—have long been insufficient, fall-
ing short in terms of coverage, financial support, provision of high-quality training, 
and connecting workers to good jobs. As a result, too many American communities 

have been left out of the benefits of economic growth for generations. And the 
good, new jobs that have materialized often haven’t been in the same geographic 
places where the old ones have dried up. Moreover, AI’s disruptive impact has the 
potential to be an order of magnitude larger and faster than any previous moment 
of destabilization.

Instead, we can find our first key strategy if we look back further to the response to 
the Great Depression, when at its peak about a quarter of the nation’s workforce 
was unemployed—close in scope to a McKinsey projection that generative AI and 
other automation could result in 30 percent of hours worked today to be automated 
by 2030.7 In 1938, Congress passed the landmark Fair Labor Standards Act, which 
created a national minimum wage and established the 40-hour work week. 8 A key 
goal of its overtime protections was to spread employment over more workers. 
Representative Mary Norton, a key champion of the bill, argued prior to passage 
that “this bill will eventually decrease unemployment if the employers of the coun-
try will face the issue in a practical manner and cooperate by spreading their work 
over a greater number.”9 While the underlying causes of labor disruptions in the 
1930s and with the adoption of AI are quite different, the historical effort to spread 

employment offers inspiration for achieving a smooth and just transition through a 

turbulent labor market.

In our current moment, several sets of tools in particular could similarly help to 
spread employment and otherwise mitigate a bumpy transition: (1) reducing work-

ers’ average hours through new paid leave requirements, strengthened overtime 
protections, or even a shortened four-day work week; (2) putting in place new 

rules or incentives to keep employers from laying off workers; (3) implementing 

a targeted job guarantee to essentially act as an employer of last resort during a 
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transition period, (4) passing a long-overdue transformation of the Unemployment 

Insurance system into a true safety net, learning from the lessons of COVID, and 
(5) adapting tax policy in the event of large-scale labor disruption in order to 
ensure that corporations profiting from technological change pay their fair share.

First, a greater eligibility for overtime, stronger paid leave availability, and a 

reduced hours threshold to be counted as “full-time” are additional policy tools 

to spread work among workers. This approach benefits employees and employ-
ers. Restoring the broad applicability of overtime protections is a start. While 63 
percent of all full-time, salaried workers were guaranteed overtime under the salary 
threshold of 1975, today, fewer than 15 percent are protected by the overtime salary 
threshold. Evidence also exists that ensuring that employees have necessary leave 
and work-life balance pays off for businesses: employers’ health care plan costs are 
reduced, there are fewer on-the-job accidents and safety issues, and employee reten-
tion and productivity increase.10 Passing a national paid family and medical leave 
law, providing paid sick leave for all workers, and even exploring new requirements 
for paid vacation could all be a win-win and help spread employment. Early experi-
ments with a four-day (or otherwise reduced) workweek have shown an increase in 
employee satisfaction without a loss of productivity.11 A four-day workweek with the 
same productivity and pay of a five-day work week would have the same effect and 
echo the labor movement’s advocacy for a formal weekend that responded to the 
early 20th century’s technological and productivity advancements. 

Second, programs like worksharing—which encourage employers to broadly reduce 
employee hours intentionally in lieu of laying off a narrower set of workers—could 

help spread employment and bridge the provision of benefits and income with con-

tinued attachment to an employer.12 Under worksharing programs, employers work 
with state officials to craft plans to maintain the number of workers employed but at 
reduced hours; workers receive prorated unemployment benefits for their lost hours. 
In 2020 and 2021, the federal government increased support for employers and 
picked up the tab for UI benefits in cases of worksharing (benefits that would typi-
cally be paid for by a state). Despite that, only about half of states had active work-
sharing programs.13 Policymakers could also explore new approaches to retaining 
workers and leveraging “on-the-job training” (OJT) contracts under the workforce 
system to subsidize the wages of incumbent workers who need significant retraining.

Third, the Center for American Progress has previously advocated for a regionally-

focused jobs guarantee that would meet some of our nation’s most pressing eco-
nomic and social needs and serve as an employer of last resort in the hardest-hit 
areas.14 In order to be responsive to the potential disruptions of AI, the time to start 
advancing such a policy is now. Some workers may find themselves in geographic 
regions with fewer economic opportunities or may struggle to retrain or translate 
existing skills to new jobs. A targeted federal job guarantee program could help 
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manage the transition to a post-AI world and ensure those who are especially hard-
hit can continue to find dignity and economic self-sufficiency in work while advanc-
ing the needs of their communities.

Fourth, long-overdue updates and enhancements to the social safety net must 

be pursued for those who lose their jobs to AI as they search for new work. This 
could build upon measures adopted during the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
which helped the country weather a significant external employment shock and 
prevented a downward spiral of unemployment. Congress must reform and modern-
ize Unemployment Insurance by funding updates to UI systems, expanding eligi-
bility to those currently not eligible (such as independent contractors), increasing 
benefit levels, and significantly expanding time allowed on UI to allow for retraining. 
Strengthening UI as an automatic stabilizer (i.e., increasing benefits or duration 
during periods of high unemployment or in response to regional or occupational/
sectoral shocks) could help prevent broader economic downturns. Additionally, 
UI could be further improved to allow the collection of UI by individuals who have 
not yet been laid off but are in vulnerable occupations or sectors for income during 
retraining via a jobseeker’s allowance, as well as by further involving workers and 
their representatives in the UI system. 

Finally, the magnitude of disruption to our economy AI could significantly impact 

the future of our tax system. The IRS is expanding tax compliance efforts using AI,15 
and AI could help the federal government close the projected $7 trillion tax gap over 
the next decade through better, more focused tax enforcement.16 If AI does create 
widespread labor displacement, we will need to understand what that means and 
how it impacts a tax system designed for our current economy, one that is already 
biased toward capital and against labor.17 How does AI affect our tax base and how 
we think about taxing the wealth generated by AI in the future? 

Efforts to spread employment and put in place a targeted job guarantee are far 
more attractive than a Universal Basic Income, an exclusively cash-based response 
to potential displacement called for by some in this moment. Direct income sup-
ports should absolutely be considered as part of a strong and robust safety net, 
but a UBI alone is insufficient—and more importantly, defaulting to it as a policy 
recommendation in response to AI-induced disruption could give policymakers 
cover for the elimination of programs that keep millions of American children and 
families afloat. UBI cannot replicate the dignity and meaning many workers derive 
from having high-quality, rewarding work, nor can it provide an upward trajectory 
of earnings. An insufficiently large and untargeted UBI would be a policy red her-
ring: not a solution to the problem at hand, and likely to weaken the possibility and 
efficacy of viable solutions. 
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We must also take steps to prepare for AI’s impact on the workforce by overhauling 
workforce training for workers vulnerable to or already displaced by AI, essential 
enhancements to the social safety net, protecting and increasing worker power from 
AI, ensuring the creation of new, good AI jobs, and centering worker rights and civil 
rights in the AI era.

New federal investments in workforce training must be initiated now to provide 
impacted workers from all walks of life access to high-quality training in expanding 
fields and directly connect workers to good jobs. These investments should har-
ness emerging lessons from the Biden administration and Congress’ new approach 
to supporting American competitiveness and expanding jobs in the clean energy 
economy and semiconductor industry. This includes housing workforce develop-

ment planning within a broader industrial strategy; using registered apprenticeship 
and other sorts of labor management training partnerships to center worker voice in 
designing paid training opportunities that are connected to real jobs in growing sec-
tors; and engaging in ongoing community partnerships to ensure that women, work-
ers of color, and other often excluded groups have access to opportunity. Displaced 
workers and those in sectors most identified to be disrupted by AI should be able to 
undertake a training program while still employed, or voluntarily leave an impacted 
occupation before losing a job, to enter a full-time paid job training program in a 
high-wage, high-demand field.

Beyond the potential for AI to eliminate work in specific sectors of the economy, 
policymakers must also prevent AI deployment from shifting power towards owners 
and away from workers. Workers should have a voice to shape how AI impacts their 

work and ensure that those on the front lines of deployment, and not just CEOs and 
shareholders, benefit from the wealth that the new technologies create.

Already, unions representing Hollywood writers and actors are on the front lines of 
fighting to ensure that studio executives cannot deploy AI tools in ways that infringe 
on workers’ intellectual property or steal their creative work.18 Reforms like the 
Protecting the Right to Organize Act will ensure that more working people have the 
power to organize and bargain for a fair share of the upside benefits of new technol-
ogy.19 Policymakers can help workers better use collective bargaining as technology 
disrupts industries by creating mechanisms to extend existing union contracts to 
similar workers in new parts of industries.20 

While we focus on job disruption, we must also work to ensure the creation of good 
AI jobs. Right now, many of the jobs created by the AI industry are not high-paying 
software developer jobs, which are also at risk of being displaced by advanced AI, 
but low-paid contract workers in the US and around the world. They are forced 
to sort through the worst of humanity’s AI prompts and AI generation content to 
help train and make these systems safer. These AI contract workers join legions of 
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outsourced trust and safety contractors for social media companies who are forced 
to look at the worst content on the internet for low wages and with few resources 
for the trauma that inflicts on them. 

Microsoft is showing a potential path forward for labor organizing in the tech sector. 
Earlier this year, the company committed to remaining neutral in organizing drives 
at two video gaming subsidiaries and has announced that it is “committed to creative 
and collaborative approaches with unions.” It is essential that we ensure that the 
outsourced contractors who test the trust and safety of the AI systems of the future 
and the social media companies of today have real protections through collective 
bargaining and sectoral bargaining. 

Finally,   we must always center worker rights and civil rights in the AI era. We need 
to make sure that Congress addresses not just future harms from job displacement 
from AI but also current harms, including widespread and growing worker surveil-
lance tools and algorithmic management tools. Government should establish base-
line standards that prevent new forms of technology from being deployed in ways 
that magnify existing racism, discrimination, and unfair treatment in the workplace. 
This includes stronger regulation, transparency, and enforcement of standards for 
the use of AI during hiring and advancement processes—and bans on pervasive 
automated workplace surveillance and algorithmic management technologies. 

The Biden-Harris Administration’s Blueprint for an AI Bill of Rights and recently 
released Executive Order on Safe, Secure, and Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence21—
developed with extensive input from stakeholders across industry, civil society, and 
academia—outlines key principles around fair and equitable use of AI that Congress 
should adopt in AI legislation. Notably, this includes ensuring that AI systems are 
safe and effective and prevent algorithmic discrimination.

I hope that we can come together to address the challenges and opportunities of AI 
on real people, their jobs, and their livelihoods. This is a technology poised to dis-
rupt every sector and one that will not be isolated to red or blue districts, blue collar 
versus white collar, or urban versus rural. Congress is going to shape the ways in 
which AI affects workers—the choice is just if you do so through action or inaction. 
Congress should choose action.
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